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Birkat Habayit, a Blessing for the House 

Most of us are familiar with the Blessing of the House, a Hebrew blessing for peace and 
prosperity for the inhabitants of a house. It is usually painted, written, calligraphed, 
printed, sculpted, engraved, embroidered or woven, accompanied by decorative borders 
or art work, on metal, paper, leather, material, canvas, tiles, clay, wool, and the like. A 
beloved theme for these blessings is a picture of Jerusalem. Sephardic versions are often 
shaped like a chamsa, a hand, to ward off the evil eye, and many have a box filled with 
tiny blue stones. 
I regularly create blessings for the home, as a commissioned or free gift for customers, 
friends, and relatives, for a wedding, or moving into a new house. 
My goal is to make these blessings unique, by adding special details for the recipient, like 
the pesukim (biblical verses) for their names and details from their life or the place where 
they live, in addition to pictures of Jerusalem.  
I will show you a part of the description I made for one such blessing, which was a 
wedding gift. The name of the kallah (bride) is Shira, the choson (groom) is named David 
but has as his Hebrew name Ephraim. Some elements return in many of my Birkat 
Habayit drawings, like the house made of books. Other elements are personalized.  

(…) 
The center of the art displays a blessing for the home, a Birkat Habayit. There are 
different versions of the blessing of the home. This one was copied from an 
Israeli tapestry in the artist’s studio:  

Blessing for the home.  
May this place  

Be a dwelling-site for peace,  
May bliss and joy strike here,  

Together with blessing and luck.  
In the shadow of this beam  

Exults the voice of the Torah,  
In every place, in every nook,  

May it be saturated with the Shekhinah. 
The artist added the following lines:  

ר ְונִָעֽים׃ ים יִָּמְל֑אּו ָּכל־֖הֹון יָָק֣ ה יְִתּכֹוָנֽן׃ ּ֭וְבַדַעת ֲחָדִר֣ יִת ּ֝וִבְתבּונָ֗ נֶה ָּב֑ ָחְכָמה יִָּב֣   ְּב֭
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Through Chokhmah (Wisdom) is a house built  

and with Binah (Understanding or Insight, it has the same root as tevunah ) it is 
established;  

And with Da’at (Knowledge) are its chambers filled with all precious and 
pleasant riches.  

(Proverbs 24:3-4).  

Husband and wife build their house, or rather, their home, together. Chokhmah, 
one of the Ten Sefirot or Divine Attributes, is associated with men, the Sefirah 
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Binah with women. We need both. This is expressed as well in the colors of the 
couple in the drawing. According to the Talmud, the universe is composed of 
water and fire, which are, respectively, the male and female elements, red fire and 
blue water. But red is always mixed with blue and blue is mixed with red. 
Husband and wife are lovingly facing each other over the Shabbat table, the 
husband holding a kiddush cup in his hand and the wife gazing at the Shabbat 
candles she lit a while before. She is wearing a pearl necklace, because her worth 
exceeds rubies and pearls, as the husband sings every Friday evening in the song 
Eshet Chayil, The Woman of Valor. He holds a kiddush cup, which together with 
the challot his wife baked are the spiritual and physical nourishment and blessing 
for the family. The couple is singing together, a reference to the name of the 
kallah, Shira (Song). Their song, Shalom aleikhem mal’akhei hasharet, Peace to 
you, Angels of Service, is visualized in the left border. We greet the angels of this 
popular song at the onset of Shabbat, after lighting the candles but before making 
kiddush. Every Friday evening, two angels come down to check if a Jewish 
house is well prepared for Shabbat. If that is the case, the good angel says, “May 
it be like this next time!” The bad, accusing angel is compelled to say, “Amen. 
Let it be like that next time as well.” But if the house and the people are not 
ready or well prepared, the bad angle wishes, “May it be like this next time,” and 
the good angel must respond affirmatively, “amen,” with a weeping heart. In this 
drawing, the angels find a happy and harmonious couple singing together at their 
beautiful Shabbat table in their home. The good angel in the border points at the 
kiddush cup, the challot, and the candles.  
 This happy couple was just married. Therefore, the right border shows a 
chuppah scene under a night blue sky.  
 The house in the lower half of the drawing is built on—and of—Jewish 
values, symbolized by the books that make the walls and the roof. The table 
inside the room is light and bright, illuminated by a large, hanging Shabbat lamp. 
Husband and wife each sit at one side of the table, surrounded by their children 
and guests, because hospitality is a big mitzvah which they teach their children 
by example. There is always an extra empty chair available for last minute guests 
or for Eliyahu haNavi, who comes to announce the ultimate Redemption during a 
seder night. The wife is greenish in appearance, because according to Psalm 128, 
a wife is like a fruitful vine and children like olive shoots around the table. Some 
shapes between the guests are less clear and defined. These are the family 
members and friends who cannot be present physically, but the thoughts and 
memories of them enhance the meal. A tzedakah (charity) box supports the house 
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in the bottom half of the drawing, because the family is generous and giving, and 
helps others with open hands.  
 The couple and other people in the drawing are dressed like Eastern 
European Jews from past centuries, as a tribute to our ancestors and to show that 
Jewish values are timeless. We are part of a chain leading back all the way to Har 
Sinai.  
 The house is built of books and surrounded by symbols of the cycle of the 
Jewish year. The three matzot, the roses and the Torah scroll inside, and the lulav 
on the roof symbolize the Chagim, the Three Biblical Pilgrims Festivals, Pesach, 
Shavuot and Sukkot. On the left side of the house, an Esther scroll and a 
Chanukiah point to their festivals. The ever vigilant lion of Yehudah (Gen. 49: 9) 
is holding a lulav and an ethrog to express the wish that the Temple will be 
rebuilt, and Jews will once more go up to Jerusalem to celebrate the three Pilgrim 
Festivals. Next to the lion, a shofar symbolizes Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur. 
The sun and the moon allude to the fact that Jewish Holidays and festivals are set 
by the calendar, to start with Shabbat and Rosh Chodesh. 
 On top of this scene, David haMelekh plucks at the strings of his harp, 
composing his Psalms. He did not see the Temple being built during his lifetime, 
it was his son, King Shelomoh, who constructed it after he succeeded King 
David, but David’s Psalms have accompanied the Jews going up to Jerusalem in 
biblical times and later on comforted them in their Exile. King David alludes to 
the name of the choson, David. Under him is the text from Iyov 35:10: Who 
gives songs in the night, which alludes to the name of the kallah. 
 The Hebrew names of the couple, Shira and Ephraim, are represented by the 
pesukim for their names, the biblical verses starting and ending with the same 
letters as the names. These pesukim have been written around the couple in the 
upper left corner.  
Ephraim’s pasuk is Nechemyah 9:7: You are HaShem, the G-d, Who has chosen 
Avram and led him out of Ur Kasdim, and made his name Avraham.  
Shira’s pasuk is Psalm 134:2: Lift your hands up in the sanctuary and bless 
HaShem. 
 The couple is seated in scales. The mystical Sefer Yetzirah associates 
Ephraim with the seventh Jewish month, Tishri, and the mazal (constellation of 
the Zodiac) me’oznayim (Libra, Scales). They are a reminder of HaShem’s 
judgement written in the Book of Life on Rosh haShanah and sealed on Yom 
Kippur. The days in between people can influence the outcome with prayer, 
charity and fasting. The scales also symbolize the nice balance between husband 
and wife. Over the fulcrum, HaShem (represented by the letter hayh) watches 
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over the house and its inhabitants. The 
Torah next to the left pan of the scales 
refers to Simchat Torah, the last of many 
Holidays in Tishri. The couple leading an 
honest life dedicated to Jewish values will 
prosper and know simchah (joy). Their 
house will be blessed.  

A similar drawing was made for a 
Lubavitch couple and shows the Rebbe and 
the Previous Rebbe (to the left): 

And here is a “classic Ashkenazic” 
version without pesukim, (to the right): 

The Birkat Habayit on the next page (to 
the left) was made for a house on Sicily. 
It shows the Mediterranean, some 
Sicilian Islands, and the medieval town 
of Gangi, where the father of the 
household was born. The candles refer in 
this drawing to a specific story.  
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The Birkat Habayit to the right has 
personalized angels. The table in the story 
of Abraham (Genesis 18) refers to the 
great hospitality of the owner of the house, 
the green angel Refael to his medical 
profession.  

  
As you see, some elements keep coming 
back but others are different in each 
drawing. I would like to see some 
reactions and Birkat Habit versions of my 
fellow artists, and wish you much 
inspiration.  

Shoshannah Brombacher, Brooklyn, March 2020 

Shoshannah Brombacher PhD is a Dutch artist living in New York. She regularly adds 
articles to this blog. You can reach her at her Facebook page or at shoshbm@gmail.com.
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